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What should sustainable development and 
international cooperation look like in 2030? 

Where do we see ourselves going as a sector, 
and how do we get there?
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The development cooperation times

Breakthrough!!! Major transformation in the sector: 



Tool: Dot voting 



Example: Woman Access to Microfinance services

USER GOAL

USER ACTION

KEY QUESTION

CONSIDERATION

To get a loan at the least 
strenuous terms based on her 
ability to pay.

- How much do I need?
- How much can I get?
- How much is the interest rate?
- What are the terms of 
repayment?
- What happens if some 
months 
  I can’t pay? 
- How forgiving are they?
- Do I have guarantors?

What determines their decision to act?

DECISION

To have all the information 
they need to be comfortable 
with their choice.

- To visit the service for more 
info.
- To apply and take the loan
-To receive the loan amount on 
their mobile money or bank 
account.

What decision do they take?

POST EXPERIENCE

To have support in 
managing her finances

- Free financial management 
session?
- Periodic check in with her 
account manager?
- Access to a bank organized 
community of female mentors?

What is the engagement after?

AWARENESS

To find out the best and 
most affordable lending 
partner

Speak to her fellow small 
business holders.

Consult friends and family

Online and social media (if 
applicable)

How do they learn about the solution?



Template: draft you user journey! 

USER GOAL

USER ACTION

KEY QUESTION

CONSIDERATION

What determines their decision to act?

DECISION

What decision do they take?

POST EXPERIENCE

What is the engagement after?

AWARENESS

How do they learn about the solution?



Tool: User journey



Design Thinking 
and co-creation



Design Thinking is a 
process of creative 

problem solving.



It is human-centred, 
meaning that it focuses on 
the needs and perspectives 

of the  people you are 
designing for. 



It is non-linear, flexible, and 
highly iterative.

{go with the flow and trust the process}





It is participatory and 
collaborative.



It combines what is desirable 
from a human point of view 
with what is technologically 
feasible and economically 
viable.



And ultimately generates 
solutions that put the person 
you are designing for at the 

center of it all.





Design Thinking 
and co-creation in practice



Assistive technology in humanitarian settings
Case study



Desk research



Interview



User journeys



Location mapping



Analysis sessions



Design challenge



Inspiration presentation



Personas



Bright stars matrix



Brainwriting



Fail fair



It takes a team
It’s about trusting the process
Test it out, again and again...
Courage to embrace failure
Be open to change

Mindset:
• Optimistic & Inquisitive
• Empathetic & Curious
• Creative & Inspired
• Agile and hands on
• Celebratory & team oriented



We're here to create a world in which people 
have a say in the future they want. 

Where there are no boundaries between sectors so 
that together we take the responsibility for a better 
world. Social change can only be achieved together 

with the people who experience it. That's why we see 
in everyone a co-creator of change. 



Thank you!

@alinealonso
aline@butterflyworks.org

@mark_kamau
mark@brck.com




